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*We will remove the damaged Canopy 

*We will demo the Concrete sidewalk in front of your existing doorway

*We will demo the large overhang that is in-front of your existing door

*Asphalt Demo is included, as needed.

Exterior

*Concrete Footings and Frost Walls and Floor are included 

*560 sq. feet of exterior concrete is included for below the Canopy

*NOTE- The concrete estimate might need to be adjusted after we get the structural design back.  

*Structural Steel Columns and beams are included- 6 columns and beams to go in-between 

*Wood framed Walls are included for the Entryway addition 

*A New Wood Framed roof is included for the Entryway and for the Canopy, using I-joists

*New Roofing and insulation is included for the Canopy and the Entryway addition. 

*Wide metal Parapet Cap and Fascia Trim is included for both the Canopy and the Entryway addition

*Brick is included for the exterior, like the plan shows(Terry Burlingame doesn't know if we will be 

able to find matching brick and so you might have to select a different colored brick) 

*Eifs is included for the exterior siding, like the plan shows. 

*Windows and the sliding door are included from Brainerd Glass(see their attached bid sheet) 

*Metal Soffit is included for the bottom of the Canopy 

Interior

*The interior of the new walls will be sheetrocked and taped

*Sheetrock patching is included at the removed windows and doors going into existing building

*Sheetrock is currently figured for on the bottom of the roof framing, for fire protection

*Painting is included for interior walls and patched areas

*New Acoustical Drop Ceiling is included for the entryway ceiling with a 2x2 grid pattern

*Brick inside the entryway is slated to stay in place, as of now-  Do you want this removed? 

*How do you want the windows and door finished?  Do you want drywall returns or wood trim? 

*Carpet is included for the entryway addition- An allowance is included 

*Walk-off Mat- BaseMat 300 Entrance Mat is included  8' x 5' size is included(Ronick.com)  

*Fiberglass insulation is included for the new Exterior walls of the addition 

*The roof insulation is figured with the roofing and is up on top of the roof

*Building permit fees are included

*Equipment is included for doing the work



Breakdown of items

*Engineering Fees for structural design $1,800.00

*Electrical is included from Marchell's Electric-  $3,470.00

*Mechanical is included from Samuelson Laney $23,730.00

*The sliding glass door and windows $17,100.00

*Green Valley Roofing & Roof insulation $17,382.06 New Ballast system

*Building Permit Fees included $2,200.00

*Girtz Excavating(not a firm number)  $5,000.00

*DBH Concrete for footings, frost wall, flat work $13,675.00

*DBH Concrete pad for under Canopy $3,360.00

*Dow Acoustics Drop Ceiling $3,217.50

*Park Rapids Building Supply $13,028.07

*Vinek Drywall $4,650.00

*Terry Burlingame $5,500.00

*Blanchard Painting $1,775.00

*Carpeting Allowance $2,860.00

*Recessed Entrance Mat installed $1,600.00

*Structural Steel supply and install $6,684.48

*Ellefson Stucco $2,500.00

*Misc Demo work $3,647.55

*Carpentry Labor Misc $11,055.32

*dumpster fees $1,800.00

*Equipment rental $1,500.00

*Management / Supervision $7,000.00

*Overhead/Profit $10,835.65

Note- No landscaping is included as of now.  Some landscaping will be needed at the new addition

to fill in ruts from equipment and to finish up to the existing building. 

Note- Concrete is included for under the new Canopy.  I don't have new asphalt included.  I am planning

to cut the asphalt and then pour concrete up to it on either side of the canopy. I think positive drainage

out of the canopy area would be easier with concrete

NOTE- After the structural design is completed, we will have to review what we have included for framing

and structural steel and concrete. 

Our Bid Amount $165,630.63

CONTRACTOR

Date Payments shall be made monthly, based on the work 

9/24/2020 that is completed

5% down is required, in order to lock in the project

Sign Date


